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About This Game

The Gnomelands of Ventocia are in turmoil!

You are the last free Gnome, on a quest to rescue the enslaved Gnomekin from the evil Fairy King and the spells of his Fairy
Daughters. Jump, slash, and twirl your way through mystical worlds riddled with Mushroom Monsters, Kittybats, Gorphs, and
more. Harness untold magic and recruit new allies to unleash magical mayhem in the final stand against the tyranny of the evil

Fairies.
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I only feel hate when playing this game. I highly recommend stealing this fantastic game while on sale for under five bucks.
Grid Legion has a great tutorial system and the developer put up helpful guides already. It has custom deck construction,
eventual Steam matchmaking, and nine different domains of cards to pick. While I do purchase Early Access titles, I have never
reviewed them before this one. I am looking forward to its development.. The game world is breath taking. I kept wishing I lived
there. The puzzles are hard enough to keep you challenged. Very soothing, enjoyable and atmospheric.. Multiplayer in this game
has dead community and all, so it doesn't have anything to interest normal players outside of introduction of Solo Survival. They
are divided into two categories: "survive with limited lives and time" and "beat boss\/level with limited lives and time". And
well, while limitation of lives make it more interesting than trying to run multiplayer survival with 1 player slot and
achievements give motivation to beat them, they aren't too different from multiplayer. Just not infinite. Still got Multiplayer
speed, can't select difficulty, can't select Tarot Cards.

And to be honest, solo survival doesn't fit to Painkiller. Even if it can be hard, it still boring. Takes too much time. I mean, the
main game itself feels like solo survival, as you have to survive hordes of enemies in each closed arena. And now you have to do
that, but either by being in same spot of map for 5-20 minutes or by killing much more enemies in each arena, making it quite a
dragging experience for Single-Player experience.

I mean, no one likes Painkiller Redemption. Or Recurring Evil. And some maps feel like that. Well, especially seeing how both
Redemption and Survival use multiplayer maps.

Oh, yea, and you get Tarot Card that makes you start with 666 ammo. DLC doesn't tell you about it.. this should be game of the
year for vr flight games. A cute, fun and short game that can actually get pretty difficult at times.
But the music was pretty motivating and kept me going.
The setting is especially pleasant.

It's a free game, check it out.
Why not, right?
I did, and I don't regret anything.

(Apart from killing the cute water droplet over and over again; that I do regret). This is downloaded and installed yet Seattle is
the only airport that has scenery. Very annoying.. This one was a very nice suprise. It may be hard to follow the ball every so
often but it is very original for a brick breaking game. A great time-killer!. Wow. I dont get sick very easily, but this one made
me ill. I felt physically sick after just a few minutes. Just remembering the ride makes me nauseous even now.
. (Played with Oculus Rift.)
This is by far my favourite archery experience of the three or four I've played. I've always been partial to stealth gameplay and
this does it quite well. Firing off arrows feels natural and is left-hand friendly. The arrows move smoothly -
 no jerking around as you try to line up a shot. The addition of an optional shot preview line is great for people new to vr archery
or for lining up a crucial long distance kill.

Stealth and exploration are aided by magic light orbs that you can pull from your waist and held to illuminate your surroundings
or thrown to distract and lure enemies. When used as a light source they can be silently extinguished by returning them to your
waist.

Movement also felt great to me - the movement direction is based on the direction your hand is facing, not your head, so you're
free to look around as much as you want while walking. Arm swing and head bob movement are also options, as is teleportation.

I've encountered four enemy types - two types of goblins, one with sword and shield and one with a slingshot, orc warriors and a
minotaur. Goblins and orcs can be felled with a single headshot but the minotaur appears to be a bit tougher. Or maybe I've just
never managed to score that perfect hit.

The environments are dark and moody with great sound design. Enemy footsteps are clear among the ambient noise, always
letting you know when you need to tread cautiously. I really wish more indy titles put this much care into their work.
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I love me some Puzzle Agent! I consider this one of the best stories in video games. The writing for this game is just excellent.

Puzzle Agent 2 picks up right where Puzzle Agent left off, and concludes the story.

Highly recommended.. Lovely selection of ferries here. I would like it more though if you had included a Sydney ferry.
Reccomend it :). Looking forward to more from this developer - I played the free webgame years ago, and just found this.

Like others are saying, it's easily solved within ~2 hrs, but it's worth it, especially if it's on sale.. While this game may not be
graphicly impressive or very realstic, but i have had more fun with this than i have had with other tank games out there (namely
WoT and War Thunder) the lack of track animation is slightly annoying, there are bigger problems with the game. at certian
times it will freeze with its loading animation in the center of the screen, but a quick restart of the game fixes it right up and you
can start at the latest checkpoint. As i play through more, diffrent tanks are arrive so that compleant is gone, now i see somthing
that is really...quite amazing, the voice actors TRY. your Russian crew sounds diffrent from your German crew (mind blown).
Even better are a few changes in the missions (which are long BTW which is fun) in one of the German missions you encounter
KV-1s, which are difficult to kill, but they do NOT become the main tank for the rest of the mission (like most games would
do) because, as your crew says, they are expermental and not 'battle ready' yet, which is really cool. still, i love this game, and i
want modders to find this and make it even better than it already is
lets break down the review

gameplay-9\/10
Story- (its WWII and you are common tankers, so) N\/A
Charicters- 7\/10
graphics- 6\/10 (2007, i can't blame it too much but, it could be better)
Difficulty-8\/10(can be changed)
amount of tanks 9\/10 (no game can be perfect)
overall-8.44300194\/10
This is not a game changer in the world of tank games, this is fun, simple and great worth grabbing just for some tank action (or
Panzer action, or for those that are good at tanks, panzer elite action). Looks good in some of the weapons such as the M8A1,
the Ballista, the MTAR. However you can't see anything neither trough the red dot sight nor trough the agog sight. But still like
it...
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